Five lemmas are required. The algebraic part of Wieferich's proof holds for all integers exceeding 2J billion. The fact that all smaller integers are sums of nine cubes was proved by use of Table I . To prove my theorem, I shall need also the new Tables II and III.  Table I gives, for each positive integer N^ 40,000, the least number m such that N is a sum of m cubes.
It was computed by R. D. Table III is a list of all integers from 123,000 to 560,000 which are sums CA of four or fewer positive cubes.
The entries not found twice were computed independently, and likewise for the auxiliary list of C 3 . Allowing for permutations of the cubes in a sum of them, when making a table of sums of r+1 cubes, we need add a fixed cube c z only to a sum of r cubes which is not less than rc z . When finding the C 4 >400,000 we saved much time by adding to the Cz no cubes greater than 64,000, but found separately the C 4 which are sums of cubes all greater than 64,000 (without new computation for necessary Ci and Cz).
The entries in Table III which are greater than or equal to C = 400,000 and less than D =401,000, for example, appear on a double sheet. To deduce rapidly a provisional list L' of C& between C and D, we compiled the entries of that double sheet, the same entries increased by unity, and the entries of the double sheet for the interval from C-(10fe) 3 to D-(10k) z for & = 1, 2, • • • , so that such an entry increased by (10&) 3 is a C 5 . From each number missing from the list L' we subtracted successive cubes to see if the difference is in Table III . In this manner we obtain the following list L of all integers between A and B which are not sums of five or fewer cubes. Note that 125,564, 131,423, and 259,682 are the only entries E such that E -l is also an entry. Since £ -8 and N-1, when iW22, are not in L, we conclude that every number in L is a C&. 3 from each sum. Actually we subtract 45 3 -44 3 = 5,941 from those ten numbers N, and note that the differences are not in L and hence are C 5 . Thus iV+44 3 = 45 3 + C 5 is a C 6 . Next we added 69 3 to the numbers from G = 316,675 to B to get the numbers from F to 888,509, which are all C&. In fact, if we subtract 70 3 -69 3 = 14,491 from the last 32 numbers of L (that is, those greater than G) 1 no difference is in L.
After 102 more such simple steps we find, by use of List L alone, that all integers from B to B+273 3 = 20,906,417 are sums of six cubes. For the next step, 335,668+274 3 -275 3 = 109,617 is below the limit for List L, but is a C 5 by Take £ = 8,043 and choose 5 so that 5^8,043, £ + 3S^3 = :/, which holds if log S S 10.7132020. By Lemma 4, S-i 3 is a C 6 , whence 5 is a C 7 .
By Table I , 454 is the last integer less than 8,043 which requires eight cubes. Hence all integers from 455 to the preceding S are CV. In Lemma 5 with S replaced by s, take 5=455 and B+3s 2,z = S. Then s-i 3 is a C 7 , so that S is a C 8 , if log 5= 15.3541210, S= 22.60065 X10 14 . Since ,S>233 6 Z>, the present result together with Lemma 1 shows that every integer not less than 455 is a Cg. Below 455, Table I shows that 23 and 239 are the only integers which require nine cubes. This proves our theorem. The manuscript of Tables II and III has been given to the library of the University of Chicago.
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